Jack and Carlotta Kelly have successfully led their family owned and operated company, Bulk Carriers (P.E.I.) Limited, for over 45 years. The company operates all over Canada and the United States, employs approximately 150 employees operating 100 tractor trailers and 160 refrigerated reefer trailers focused on efficiently transporting fresh and frozen foods.

The Kelly’s have not only survived various business and economic challenges, but thrived, evolved and grown their businesses. Bulk’s fleet uses the very latest in GPS satellite tracking, scanning, dispatch, and fuel efficiency technology. Under the Kelly’s 45 years of leadership, Bulk Carriers has constantly innovated and evolved to remain a leader in its industry.

Their entrepreneurial spirit has also manifested itself with the opening in May 2018, of a $23 Million state of the art cold storage facility in Moncton, NB and in 2013, the opening of a unique commercial truck wash operation in the Cornwall Business Park.

Jack and Carlotta’s leadership permeates throughout every aspect of their companies. They have presided over a PEI transportation company operating, prospering, evolving and growing in a rapidly changing North American transportation industry. They lead a management team of five including their two sons, Tyson and Blaine, and 2 senior V.P.’s, Mike Schut and Carl Chapman. Jack is a past Mayor of the Town of Cornwall and has been very active as a civic leader and volunteer there.

Jack and Carlotta Kelly have demonstrated excellence in their business, personal and community life. Jack was recognized as one of the Top 50 Atlantic CEO’s in Atlantic Business Magazine for 5 years and today we are very pleased to announce Jack and Carlotta Kelly’s induction into the PEI Business Hall of Fame.